
REQUEST N. 1
FOOD CROP SECURITY RESERVE

1) PROGRAMME FOR THE REIN-
FORCEMENT OF THE NATIONAL 
STRATEGIC FOOD CROP RESERVE

1.1. Justification
The food crisis which followed the crop year 
2004-2005 revealed a food deficit of up to
223,443 tons of cereals. The absence of li-
quidity at the right time and the scarcity of 
cereals on the market have compelled the 
Government to look for durable, permanent, 
and adequate solutions, in order to save hu-
man lives in such circumstances. The build-
ing up of a Strategic Food Crop Reserve and 
the acquisition of appropriate means of dis-
tribution and transportation of food supplies 
meet these imperatives.

1.2. Objectives
The purpose of the request is to obtain from 
the Conference financing for the building up
of Niger’s Strategic Food Reserve of up to 

150,000 tons of cereals and the renewal of 
part of its automotive fleet of 46 transport
trucks. The objective of this project is to al-
low the Government of Niger to build up its 
capacities to prevent and manage food cri-
ses.

Any assistance received will provide sup-
port for the activities of the Office of Food
Products of Niger (known as OPVN in its 
French acronym) which plays a central role 
in Niger’s operation for the prevention and 
management of food crises. OPVN has the 
responsibility of building up a strategic re-
serve of food products and is tasked with the 
management and distribution of this reserve 
in periods of food difficulties.

1.3. Expected Results
The results expected from this Programme 
will allow the building up of the strategic 
reserve of food products, so as to be able to 
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face cyclical food crises. More precisely, the 
project aims to attain the following objec-
tives:

• 150,000 tons of food supplies as a strategic 
reserve;
• 10 transport trucks are acquired; and
•  Improved storage conditions are met.

1.4.  Actions
The actions envisaged are aimed at enabling, 
inter alia, early responses to emergency 
situations; by making direct purchases from 
producers, in good production years, with 
a view to promoting farming productions. 
They also consist in intervening in lean pe-
riods to bridge the gap between harvests, by 
offering sales at moderate prices, in order 
to provide relief to low-income households. 
The acquisition of adequate transportation 
means will allow this project to ensure the 
regular supply of food products to vulner-
able regions.

1.5  Costs
The Programme comprises the following 
components:
• Building up of the Food Reserve of 150,000 
tons.
• Acquisition of means of transportation in 
order to ensure the delivery of food supplies 
to vulnerable regions. 
• Operational Costs: handling, packaging, 
and storage.
The costs inherent to the building up of this 
reserve, as well as those linked to the acqui-
sition of the means of transportation and the 
payment of operational costs ( in US Dollars 
( USD ) are as follows:

Food reserve  US$ 58,000,000
Automotive fleet    US$ 2,540,000  
Operational Costs  US$ 7,822,000 
TOTAL   US$ 68,362,000

THE AMOUNT TO BE RAISED FROM 
OIC PARTNERS IN THE FRAMEWORK 
OF THE DOHA CONFERENCE IS US$ 
68,362,000.

REQUEST N. 2
PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRON-

MENT

2 ) PROGRAMME FOR ENVIRONMENT 
PROTECTION THROUGH RAINWATER 
RETENSION AIMED AT INCREASING 
WATER TABLE LEVEL.

2.1 Justification
The Programme constitutes one of the pillars 
of the Special Programme of the President 
of the Republic of Niger. It falls perfectly 
within the framework of implementing the 
Strategy for Poverty Alleviation (SPA) and of 
the Strategy for Rural Development (SRD), 
which are the basic documents of Reference 
for socio-economic and rural development 
in Niger.

In view of the facts, poverty remains the 
major cause of environmental degradation 
in Niger. Consequently, the restoration of 
the environment, by means of remunerative, 
Labor-Intensive Works (LIW) constitutes at 
the same time a means of poverty allevia-
tion, preservation of the environment and a 
way to secure food security by augmenting 
cultivable land.

Despite a very advanced state of degrada-
tion, Niger’s soils still offer opportunities for 
agro-sylvo-pastoral development. They do 
require vigorous development efforts to be 
undertaken, very early on in the process, in 
order to restore degraded lands and imple-
ment environment-friendly methods and 
practices of rural development destined to 
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secure the sustainability of rural production 
systems.
From this perspective, the Government has 
opted for a strategy based on the develop-
ment of the community forestry; the use of 
Labor-Intensive Works (LIW); the adoption 
of a global and integrated approach; the re-
search of coherence in interventions and co-
hesion among players; the development of a 
long-term vision; and giving due consider-
ation to past experiences and lessons.

The compelling results obtained in the pro-
cess of implementing works to protect the 
Niger River Basin within the context of 
the President of the Republic’s Special Pro-
gramme, have led to the generalization of 
this innovative approach consisting in re-
habilitating degraded lands by using Labor-
Intensive Works (LIW). This Programme 
is aimed at intensifying these works at the 
national scale.

2.2 Objectives
The global objective is to widen the superfi-
cies and exploit in a sustainable way the soils 
of Niger for agro-sylvo-pastoral produc-
tions. More precisely, the objectives of this 
Programme consist in:
Reclaiming and Protecting soil in zones with 
high productivity potential;
Reversing the trend towards land degrada-
tion in basin sides of    watercourses and 
man-made lakes;
Improving pastures;
Providing jobs to the youth in rural areas;
helping to combat poverty and youth unem-
ployment; 
Containing regional, inter-regional, and in-
ternational youth migration.

2.3 Expected Results
At the end of five years of implementation
of the Programme, the following results are 

expected:
• 250,000 ha (hectares) of degraded lands 
recovered and/or restored;
•  40 millions of forest plants produced;
•  50,000 ha of restored lands reforested;
•  150,000 ha of dunes stabilized;
•  100,000 ha of grazing lands protected;
•   30,000 km of firebreaks established in key
zones;
•  300,000 jobs created for rural youth; and 
•  45,000 jobs created for young undergradu-
ate and graduate job seekers. 

2.4  Actions
The restoration and protection of the envi-
ronment are indispensable tools to limit, 
even reverse, the trend towards land degra-
dation and thus allow the establishment of 
the bases of sustainable agricultural, forest-
ry, and pastoral productions. Five (5) actions 
have been retained in order to achieve these 
results, which are as follows:

2.4.1. Water Infiltration in the
Plateaus and Development of 
Drainage Basins
The objective is to undertake the completion 
of anti-erosive works (banks) on the different 
drainage basins and other plateaus. In order 
to favor the return of vegetation, direct grass 
seeding and sowing of certain ligneous for-
estry species of value, will be undertaken on 
the banks. The choice of species is left to the 
discretion of each region and of the popula-
tions concerned. Other than the treatment of 
plateaus, the Programme envisages the de-
velopment of drainage basins of the principal 
watercourses (rivers, shoals (goulbis), lakes, 
etc.), in order to secure the productions prac-
ticed in downstream zones. These works will 
enable better rainwater infiltration, which in
turn will allow the refilling of the phreatic
table, and reducing Aeolian (wind) and hy-
dro (water) erosion.
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2.4.2. Stabilization of Dunes
Sand dunes constitute a real threat to the 
socio-economic activities in the zones of 
Diffa, Zinder, Tahoua, Agadez and Tillabéri. 
In fact, sand movement threatens economic 
exchanges, on the one hand, from certain re-
gions to other in Niger and, on the other hand, 
between these regions and border countries. 
Sand also threatens farming land, notably oa-
sis basins. That is why the protection of these 
basins is a priority within the framework of 
this Programme. The other priorities consist 
in protecting the fertile lands of valleys and 
shoals threatened by Aeolian erosion.

2.4.3. Restoration of Grazing 
Lands
Improving the supply of pastures constitutes 
a major problem to be resolved, whether this 
concerns the herbaceous stratum or the tree 
stratum. The objective is to consolidate ex-
isting strata. This action will be combined, 
if need be, with plantings and direct sowings 
of forest seeds with recognized fodder value. 
Moreover, the Programme will undertake ac-
tions aimed at curbing invasive plants, such 
as Sida Cordifolia and Pergularia Tomentosa, 
which are species that invade pastoral areas.

2.4.4. Combating Bushfires
Combating bushfires is absolutely necessary
in order to safeguard and protect the pas-
tures. Combating bushfires will also allow
the protection of wild fauna and their habitat, 
as well as people and their property. The es-
tablishment of firebreaks will help limit the
spread of fires. This action will be coupled
with an awareness and information cam-
paign addressed to the populations, as well 
as monitoring of the vulnerable zones. The 
final aim is to secure the domestic livestock
and wild fauna of the pastoral zone which, 
every year, is faced with bushfires.

2.5 Costs
The global cost of this Programme, spread 
out over a period of five (5) years, by com-
ponent is: 

Works on Water retention and Infiltra-
tion in the Plateaus and Development of 
Drainage Basins:  US$ 55.000.000
Stabilization of Dunes  US$ 25.000.000
Restoration of Grazing Lands 
US$ 21.000.000
Combating Bushfires  US$ 20.000.000
TOTAL  US$ 121.000.000

The Programme has the benefit of Gov-
ernment financing to the tune of 15 mil-
lions US dollars. 

THE AMOUNT EXPECTED FROM OIC 
PARTNERS IN THE FRAMEWORK OF 
THE DOHA CONFERENCE STANDS AT 
USD 106,000,000.

REQUEST N. 3
INCREASED AGRICULTURAL 

CROP PRODUCTION

3) PROGRAMME FOR IMPROVING 
SUSTAINABLE FOOD PRODUCTION 
THROUGH THE INCREASE AND DE-
VELOPMENT OF IRRIGATED LAND 
(FRENCH ACRONYM PLCIA/DI) 

3.1 Justification
The Programme to combat food insecu-
rity through the intensification of irrigation,
which was adopted by the Government’s 
Council of Ministers, during its ordinary 
session of 21 April 2006, is aimed at reduc-
ing the cereals deficit of 300,000 tons, which
is recorded once every three years in Niger. 
This structural deficit lies in the annual re-
currence of drought, often compounded by 
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natural disasters, such as the disaster that hit 
the crop on year 2004-2005, when locust in-
vasions strongly reduced pluvial agricultural 
productions.

The Programme covers the whole of the na-
tional territory. The choice of zones for the 
creation of farms rests essentially on the 
availability of irrigable lands and the possi-
bility to mobilize water resources for irriga-
tion purposes. The hydric potential exists in 
Niger, with superficial water resources: 30
billion m3; subterranean flows: 2.5 billion
m3; non-renewable fossil water: 2,000 bil-
lion m3. As for the potential in irrigable land, 
it is estimated at 270,000 ha, of which around 
85,000 ha is actually being developed.

This Programme is one among the four (4) 
priority programmes selected for the Strat-
egy for Rural Development (SRD). It is a 
prime foundation for a sustainable food se-
curity and contributes greatly to the poverty 
alleviation in Niger. As such, it will remain a 
unifying programme that brings together all 
future initiatives in the area of irrigation.
 
3.2 Objectives
The global objective assigned to this Pro-
gramme is to contribute to food security 
through the increase of irrigation. The final
aim is to redraw the foundations on which 
Niger’s rural economy stands, by revitaliz-
ing rural production. The specific objectives
seeking to serve that aim are as follows:
•  increase food availability and accessibility 
at the national level;
•  increase the volume of high-market value 
agricultural exports; and 
• contribute to the creation of a new genera-
tion of entrepreneurial agricultural farmers.

3.3 Expected Results
The results expected in concert with achiev-
ing the objectives of the MDG 2005 dead-

line, are as follows:
•  Irrigated surface areas accrued by 70,000 
ha by the year 2015;
•  Alimentary food report established every 
year;
• Availability of dry cereals increased by no 
less than 10%;
• Improved accessibility through an average 
monetary revenue increase per rural house-
hold of CFAF 35,000 to CFAF 50,000;
•  Agricultural exports volume doubled;
•  Food imports volume halved;
• Trade deficit in agricultural products and
foods halved;
•  Farmers to attain at least 10,000 individu-
als;
•  Percentage of viable farms to come close 
to 100%;
• At least one agro-industrial unit for the pro-
cessing of agricultural products is created 
every year;
•  At least 40,000 jobs-of which 15,000 will 
be permanent and 25,000 will be temporary 
jobs-are created.

3.4  Actions
In order to achieve the above results, the fol-
lowing actions will be undertaken for each 
component of the Programme:

3.4.1 Initial Investment and
Equipment Component 

This component is essentially aimed at fos-
tering the conditions conducive to a sustain-
able exploitation of farms. This component 
comprises the processes of identification and
localization of potential sites for the creation 
of farms and realization of the necessary 
basic investments needed for the exploita-
tion of these farms. The basic investments 
include the costs of surface and in-depth 
hydraulic works, pumping systems, develop-
ment of perimeters, farm buildings (office-
storehouse), fences, and eventually agricul-
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tural mechanization equipment. These latter 
items, which consist of tractors and accesso-
ries, will be acquired early on in the course 
of the first years of the Programme and will
be utilized within either collectively or indi-
vidually by farmers.

The costs of this essential component will 
total CFAF 112,818,615,280, i.e., USD 
225,637,230. The basic development costs 
show disparities from one region to another 
and within the same region. This is due to 
the local conditions pertaining to the mobili-
zation of surface water resources and/or the 
catchment of phreatic tables specific to each
region.

3.4.2. Land Development
Component.
This component takes into account pro-
duction factors—other than structuring in-
vestments—which are essential for farm 
development in the short-, medium-, and 
long-term. These factors comprise irrigation 
equipment, agricultural, animal, and veteri-
nary inputs, production infrastructures, small 
tools, and labor, which shall be assumed by 
the farmers themselves. The Programme will 
guarantee them access to bank loans, with a 
view to allowing them to acquire these pro-
duction factors. In this framework, a budget 
of CFAF 10 billion, i.e., USD 20,000,000, 
should be mobilized by local banking insti-
tutions, as their participation to the financing
of the Programme. The management of the 
loan process will be entrusted to a special-
ized agent.

The choice of productions will be left up to 
the discretion of farmers, but agricultural 
productions shall be limited to irrigation 
farming with high market-and nutritional 
value, associated or no with the production 
of livestock and fish farming. With regard to
livestock, the objective will be to promote 

actions for dairy production, fattening on 
pasture, and poultry farming; as well as non-
conventional livestock farming (ostriches, 
gazelles, geese, etc.).

The Programme will allow the development 
of a potential surface area of 71,100 ha, of 
which 36,345 ha are allocated to agricultural 
farms; 11,620 ha for livestock farming; and 
23,135 ha for agro-pastoral farms. It must be 
noted that 2,000 ha will be involved in each 
region, per year, that is to say 10,000 ha by 
region throughout the duration of the Pro-
gramme, except for the Urban Community 
of Niamey, where land availability does not 
allow coverage of more than 1,100 ha.

3.4.3. Supporting Measures
Component 
This component involves organizing and 
training producers, as well as providing tech-
nical support and counseling to farms. The 
farmers shall be selected preferably from 
amongst farming real-estate owners and 
farm managers with large families, diploma 
holders looking for jobs who have graduated 
from agronomy schools and professional 
training institutions; administration manag-
ers who are candidates for voluntary redun-
dancy; retirees working in rural production; 
real-estate owners; and national and foreign 
economic operators wishing to work in rural 
production under irrigation.

Training represents the keystone of this Pro-
gramme. In this framework, in situ themes 
and simplified modules will be developed on
irrigation techniques, cultivation and agricul-
tural exploitation management techniques, 
basic agricultural enterprise accounting, 
and negotiating and market conquest strate-
gies. Technical support and counseling will 
also be the object of training programmes 
on request from producers. Training will be 
focused on the viability of farms, particu-
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larly with respect to the profitability/cost ef-
fectiveness of an agricultural exploitation; 
speculation and investment options; pro-
duction techniques, market opportunities; 
product preservation and processing; water 
management; energy-economy; and protec-
tion of the environment.

Finally, study trips to facilitate the exchange 
of experience will be organized in favor of 
farmers, and agricultural trade shows will be 
held to showcase flagship products yielded
by these exploitations. A budget allocation 
of CFAF 2 billion shall be earmarked for the 
chapter on training, organization of trade 
shows, and exchange of experience pro-
grammes. 

In order to ensure the sale and distribution of 
productions, road accessibility and the open-
ing up of zones of production should consti-
tute one of the priorities of the Programme. 
Moreover, the protection of irrigable lands 
against erosive agents (wind, water) proves 
to be essential in order to guaranty the du-
rability of sustainable agricultural exploita-
tions. In this framework, a budget of CFAF 
10 billion (US$ 20 millions) has been allo-
cated in order to secure an amelioration of 
accessibility to farms and ensure the protec-
tion of the environment surrounding farms 
(water and soil preservation management, 
windbreaks, plantations, and direct seeding 
of ligneous and herbaceous species).

The global cost of this component has been 
estimated at CFAF 12 billion, i.e., USD 
24,000,000. This budget shall be charged to 
the Government’s financing contribution to
the implementation of the Programme and 
shall be financed as subsidies.

3.4.4. Product Marketing and
Surplus Export Component 
The sale and distribution of agricultural 

products is a prerequisite to the success of 
this Programme. In order to promote the re-
vival of rural production under irrigation, it 
is not only necessary to create the conditions 
conducive to producing, but also promoting 
and developing an efficient system of mar-
keting and exports of agricultural products. 
From this perspective, a Private Company 
will be constituted, with the participation of 
the Government at of national and foreign 
private investors. In order to make up the 
share capital of this private-law corporation, 
Niger’s Government and national stakehold-
ers shall contribute 51% whereas foreign 
partners shall hold 49%.

The Government shall encourage economic 
operators to look for outlets in regional and 
international markets and shall take fiscal
and legal measures to provide incentives 
for the promotion of modern farms. In this 
framework, the establishment of a support 
fund for agricultural exports is envisaged, 
with initial capital set at CFAF 10 billion, 
i.e., USD 20,000,000.

3.4.5. Programme Management and 
Coordination Component 
The technical coordination of the Pro-
gramme shall be undertaken by a Farm Con-
cessions Agency (FCA), which shall report 
to the cabinet of the Prime Minister, so as 
to harmonize actions and assign to each sec-
tor the role it must play in implementing the 
Programme. The Agency shall also seek to 
maintaining the balance between different 
activities by sector and safeguarding the co-
hesion of the different interventions.

The mission entrusted to the FCA is to lo-
cate sites with irrigable land potential, pro-
ceed with the marking, evidencing, and reg-
istration of farms; ensure the follow-up of 
basic investments, as envisaged within the 
framework of the planning, development, 
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and equipment of farms component; and 
implement farm concession modalities  to 
be decided on by the Government.

The follow-up of the Programme shall be 
undertaken by the Steering Committee (SP) 
comprising the Government’s Council of 
Ministers and assisted by representatives 
of the agencies concerned, notably the Ex-
ecutive Secretariat of the Strategy for Rural 
Development (SRD); the farmers; the Mar-
keting and Exports Corporation; banks and 
partner operators; technical and financial
partners; and civil society.

Coordination of the Programme shall be 
undertaken by a high-level Inter-Ministerial 
Board of Directors (IBD). This imperative 
meets the need to respond and provide ad-
equate answers to the challenges facing the 
country with respect to food security.

The budget of the Programme Manage-
ment and Coordination Component has 
been estimated at CFAF 3 billion, i.e., USD 
6,000,000, representing the fixed and vari-
able costs, as well as the costs inherent to the 
acquisition of rolling stock and office and
computer equipment. Operational costs of 
the FCA, of the Steering Committee (SC), as 
well as the Inter-Ministerial Board of Direc-
tors (IBD) shall be charged to the financing
share contributed by the Government.

3.5 Cost
The global cost of the Programme is esti-
mated as follow :

Planning, development, and equipment of 
farms                                 US$ 225 637 230

Land Development           US$ 20 000 000

Supporting Measures        US$ 24 000 000  

Marketing and Export       US$ 20 000 000

Management and coordination                                            
US$ 6 000 000

TOTAL                              US$ 295 637 230

The contribution of the Government of 
Niger to financing the Programme amounts
to CFAF 40 , 000 , 000 , 000
( USD 80,000,000 ),
while that of Niger’s banking institutions is 
set at CFAF 10 , 000 , 000 , 000 
( USD 20 , 000 , 000 ) .

THE AMOUNT OF FINANCIAL ASSIS-
TANCE SOLICITED FROM THE OIC 
PARTNERS IN THE FRAMEWORK OF 
THE DOHA CONFERENCE STANDS 
AT USD  ( 195 , 637 , 230 ) .

Nota Bene : The details of the programmes 
will be made available at the Conference by 
the Niger delegation.
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